Weir PSFM is a focus calibration, modeling and control software suite for use in semiconductor development as well as process and exposure tool fabrication control. Weir PSFM provides all the tools needed for characterization and control tasks associated with focus analysis in advanced semiconductor fabrication. Use the Weir software suite to measure and monitor:

- Lens and scanner wavefront behavior
- Wavefront and lens aberration characterization
- Full-field and/or scanner-slit process window characterization.
- Wafer and photoresist uniformity
- Separate wafer and reticle stage tilt
- Reticle-scan stage travel stability
- Astigmatism mapping and
- Reticle-enhancement element qualification

Above:
Weir data and analysis results are stored in open-format spreadsheets.

Left:
Full-Wafer Focus Contour, fixed-focus analysis.
Weir software removed the modeled exposure tool piston and reticle tilt from wafer data to view the wafer aberrations and stage leveling errors.

Upper Left:
Scanner average field with focus showing bearing-pop during exposure.

Weir PSFM
Wavefront Engineering Tools

Sources of Input

- PSFM and PGM Focus Monitor data.
- ASML FOCAL Data
- CD-sem metrology, Optical Scatterometry, Ellipsometry
- User custom focus-reticle data
- Registration data from focus metrology patterns

Data and Analysis Storage

- Microsoft Excel™ Spreadsheets and workbooks
- Full user access is provided for all raw, calculated and modeled data.
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Full user access is provided for all raw, calculated and modeled data.
Weir PSFM automatically imports and sorts feature measurements from SEM’s, Scatterometry, Electrical Linewidth Metrology (ELM), Optical and X-ray tools. Automated and manual-interactive data culling methods are fully employed. Output can be on paper or binary format with control surface element-outputs to exposure tools and track.

**The Interface**

A “Weir” is defined as an “obstruction placed in a stream, diverting the wavefront through a prepared aperture”. The Weir PSFM analysis provides tools to optimize and characterize the wavefront and it’s aberrations and to optimize wavefront performance.

Data import from any data source is supported using simple windows controls. The system is an “open” tool with data stored and easily accessed for user extended analyses using Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets. Worksheet macros are not used for the analysis but the user can add their own if desired.

The analysis will automatically determine lens and system aberrations for the stepper and scanner.

**Weir PSFM** is a compiled application with a full object oriented, mouse-interactive interface. The software is functional on Windows NT and Windows 2000, XP etc.. Microsoft Excel is required.